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G-reqs: Geospatial in-situ requirements
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■ What: G-reqs is an open database tool designed to gather the requirements 

for in situ data from GEO activities looking to cover different needs and know

▪ how far requirements are met, 

▪ if the dataset exists, exist partially, there are barriers to their seamless 

use or need to be created, 

■ Why: In order to

▪ In the short term: 

• know about the in-situ needs in GEO

• Collect requirements from GEO activities

▪ In the long term: Analyze, extract reports, detect gaps and barriers,

issue recommendations

• E.g. find evidence for a need of a new dataset 

specified through one of more requirements

■ How: Based on user needs instead of producer specifications



A Product is the output to be 
created by using in-situ data. It can 
be a RS corrected image, a model 
result, a report, etc.

From Needs to Requirements
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Requirements 

for in-situ data

ProductsNeeds
Task

Task

Task

GWP
Need is a problem 
or issue that can be 
addressed by using 
in-situ data.

A Requirement is a concrete technical 
description of the properties of a 
potential in-situ dataset that will fulfil 
the Need.



User Requirements
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■ User Requirements are expressed with a small set 

of metadata properties, indicating:

1.Topic 2. Area 3. Quality

4. Time 5. Barriers

EVs

 class G-reqs database UserReq

UserRequirement

+ Name  :String

+ Description  :String [0..1]

+ VariableClass  :VariableClassCode [0..*]

+ EssentialVariable  :EssentialVariable [0..1]

+ Variable  :String [0..1]

+ ThematicUncertainty  :Number [0..2]

+ UoM  :String [0..1]

+ UpdateFrequency  :Number [0..2]

+ UpdateFrequencyUoM  :TemporalUoMCode [0..1]

+ Timeliness  :Number [0..2]

+ TimelinessUoM  :TemporalUoMCode [0..1]

+ EvenDistribution  :Boolean [0..1]

+ CoordinatedMeasure  :String [0..1]

+ RepresentativityRadius  :Number [0..2]

+ RepresentativityRadiousUoM  :DistanceUoMCode [0..1]

+ HorizontalResolution  :Number [0..2]

+ HorizontalResolutionUoM  :DistanceUoMCode [0..1]

+ Vertical Resolucion  :Number [0..2]

+ VerticalResolutionUoM  :DistanceUoMCode [0..1]

+ DataAccess  :DataAccessCode [0..1]
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Detailed view of the UserRequirements class

as in the G-reqs UML model.



Status: https://www.g-reqs.grumets.cat/
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■ G-reqs supports the translation of user needs into

requirements via an App that acts as a user

interface

■ Some GEO activities have already filled the G-reqs

and/or expressed interest to apply G-reqs in different

areas: GEOGLAM, GFOI, GEO Blue Planet,

GEO AquaWatch

■ We will be conducting one-to-one sessions to register

in-situ data requirements in the tool directly, please

let us know and we can make arrangements

accordingly both in-person and on-line.

We are here to support you. Please ask!



Final remarks
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■ The requirements’ value goes beyond the pure goal of collecting them, as it makes data discovery 

more efficient, enables identifying the gaps, and may contribute to a global strategy for in situ data

■ GEO is the right place to promote the G-reqs methodology to gather user requirements, coordinate 

an effort among the thematic GWP activities and generate consensus on in-situ products

■ GEO could incorporate G-reqs as part of the GEOSS infrastructure. This will allow users to better 

find the in situ products that fulfil their requirements but also to make visible that some 

demanded products that do not yet exist and should be developed in the future

■ With G-reqs, the GEO community should offer a new capacity or a service: to look for datasets that 

match some user data requirement but are not accessible now, and explore which community 

could be interested in exposing it and cover an emerging user’s need.



EMAIL ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER

a.brobia@creaf.uab.cat +34935814878
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Context
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■ Canberra Declaration [1] (November 2019):

▪ Recognises the critical role that data collected from the atmosphere, land, and 

water (in-situ data) plays in achieving GEO’s mission;

▪ Calls for GEO community to develop a strategy to address the challenges in this 

area and to demonstrate progress in implementation

■ GEO In-situ Data Strategy (2019):

▪ Characteristics of the in situ data landscape

▪ Identify and showcase specific use cases to illustrate benefits, challenges, and 

the wealth of in situ data use

[1] https://earthobservations.org/canberra_declaration.php

https://earthobservations.org/canberra_declaration.php


Taking advantage from CIS2 and more
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■ CIS2 [2] is an open database designed to record the requirements of the Copernicus services, ESA, 

and EUMETSAT for in situ data, how far they are met, the origin of each dataset, how each dataset 

is used, their importance, and the barriers to their seamless use, 

■ In order to provide a clear picture of what data is already available and what would be needed to 

deliver improved and more reliable products and monitoring services.

■ The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) OSCAR requirements database [3] and the OSAAP 

from NOAA [4] are other examples of efforts done by organizations in collecting requirements for 

EO in general and for in-situ in particular.

[2] https://cis2.eea.europa.eu/

[3] https://space.oscar.wmo.int/requirements

[4] https://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/about/our-offices/office-of-system-architecture-and-advanced-planning-osaap

https://cis2.eea.europa.eu/
https://space.oscar.wmo.int/requirements
https://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/about/our-offices/office-of-system-architecture-and-advanced-planning-osaap


Types of target needs
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■ G-reqs targets the needs of the GEO Work Program activities

■ Some examples of types of needs are:

▪ Remote sensing Cal/Val

▪ Numerical Model Cal/Val

▪ Other in-situ Cal/Val

▪ EV products

▪ Scientific Research

▪ Share Data

▪ Commercial Product or Service

▪ Policy monitoring, indicator or KPI

▪ Decision Making

 class G-reqs database Need

«abstract»

Need

+ GEOActivity  :GEOActivityCode [0..1]

+ Area  :AreaCode [0..1]

+ SubArea  :String [0..1]

+ Temporal Extent  :DataTime [0..2]

+ ProcessToRealize  :String [0..1]

+ Criticality  :CriticalityCode [0..1]

«management»

+ TimeStamp  :DataTime [0..1]

+ State  :StateCode [0..1]

Numerical Model

+ ModelDescription  :String [0..1]

+ ModelOutput  :Product [0..1]

Other in-situ CalVal

+ OtherCalValDescription  :String [0..1]

+ InSituDataToBeCalVal  :Product [0..1]

Commercial Prod Serv

+ CommecialNeedDescription  :String [0..1]

+ TargetProdServ  :Product [0..1]

Decision Making

+ DecisionToTake  :String [0..1]

+ ReportToInformDecision  :Product [0..1]

Policy Monitoring

+ PolicyDescription  :String [0..1]

+ Reference  :String [0..1]

+ IndicatorOrKPI  :Product [0..1]

Prepare EV product or matrix

+ PrepareEVPDescription  :String [0..1]

+ EVProduct  :Product [0..1]

Remote Sensing CalVal

+ RSCalValDescription  :String [0..1]

+ ProductToCalibrate  :Product [0..1]

Scientific Research

+ ScientificQuestionDescription  :String [0..1]

+ ScientificResult  :Product [0..1]

Share Data

+ SharingDataDescription  :String [0..1]

+ SharingSystemDeployment  :String [0..1]

GEOActiv ityCode
List from 

https://www.earth

observations.org/

geo_wp_23_

25.php

StateCode

+ Draft

+ Reviewed

+ Final

+ FactSheet

«CodeList»

CIS2::

CriticalityCode

+ Desirable

+ Essential

+ Optional

+ Useful

NeedOther

+ NeedDescription  :Product [0..1]

+ NeedTarget  :String [0..1]

Detailed view of the Need class and subclasses 

as in the G-reqs UML model.



Making the case for in-situ data (Factsheets)
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Future: From User to Product Requirements
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CIS2 approach

■ The final aim of G-reqs is improve the availability of in-situ data by stimulating the dialogue 

between users and data producers to improve the availability of in-situ data

■ The elaboration of Product Requirements require a consensus process (covering several data 

User requirements)

■ An In-Situ Product Requirement can be trace back to original user requirements
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